Reliability of contour-based volume calculation for radiosurgery.
Determining accurate target volume is critical for both prescribing and evaluating stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) treatments. The aim of this study was to determine the reliability of contour-based volume calculations made by current major SRS platforms. Spheres ranging in diameter from 6.4 to 38.2 mm were scanned and then delineated on imaging studies. Contour data sets were subsequently exported to 6 SRS treatment-planning platforms for volume calculations and comparisons. This procedure was repeated for the case of a patient with 12 metastatic lesions distributed throughout the brain. Both the phantom and patient datasets were exported to a stand-alone workstation for an independent volume-calculation analysis using a series of 10 algorithms that included approaches such as slice stacking, surface meshing, point-cloud filling, and so forth. Contour data-rendered volumes exhibited large variations across the current SRS platforms investigated for both the phantom (-3.6% to 22%) and patient case (1.0%-10.2%). The majority of the clinical SRS systems and algorithms overestimated the volumes of the spheres, compared with their known physical volumes. An independent algorithm analysis found a similar trend in variability, and large variations were typically associated with small objects whose volumes were < 0.4 cm(3) and with those objects located near the end-slice of the scan limits. Significant variations in volume calculation were observed based on data obtained from the SRS systems that were investigated. This observation highlights the need for strict quality assurance and benchmarking efforts when commissioning SRS systems for clinical use and, moreover, when conducting multiinstitutional cross-SRS platform clinical studies.